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The former lands are now dominated by the dark and cold power of the
Elden Ring. The Lands Between have been lost to them, and those who
are not yet branded with the seal will soon fall under the cruel grasp of

the Elden Ring. You are the last hope for all the people of the Lands
Between and for those branded with the seal, and this is where the story

begins. ◆THE FINDER PASS: ◆Some items will be only available in the
Finder Pass. Get the Finder Pass and enjoy the following features as a

Bonus when you purchase the Standard Edition!* • Find more
Adventurers with Key Artifacts! (Including Regalia, Unique Weapons, and

Legendary Weapons) In the Standard Edition of the game, you will
receive a Bonus of one Rare Artifact that can be enhanced by key
Artifacts purchased from the in-game store. * Bonus items will be

excluded from the Continuous Purchase. * If the product has more than
one Bonus, you will receive one bonus at random. ◆Regalia Base is one
of the Way to Create a Legendary Fighter! If you purchase the Standard
Edition of the game, and you find it convenient, you can build a Regalia

Base and create a Legendary Fighter with it. There are several things you
can create when you build a Regalia Base, and they can be applied to a
Fighter. The effect is equivalent to increasing the experience earned in a
battle by 1.5 times, for example, from 2500 to 4000 experience, and is
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obtained from the same weapon you equip when you use the Regalia
Base. ■ Regalia Base Features ◆ Components You can find any

components in the Gold and Iron Mines. However, we recommend finding
some Uncommon Material and Rare Components. ◆ The transformation

you can implement Depending on the item, you can find a variety of
effects like increasing Experience, Strength, and Magic Attack, and

effects that do not affect Strength or Magic Attack. * Even if the Regalia
Base exceeds your Transformation Level, you can increase the total
amount of effects you can apply with the Regalia Base. ■ Effect on

experience and effect on the limited attribute If you gain experience or
gain Strength, Magic Attack, or any attribute while using a Regalia Base,
it will lower your attribute limit and automatically decreases the effect

you can apply. (The result will depend on the attribute that is decreased.)

Elden Ring Features Key:
A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge

dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly
connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and

overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of
accomplishment.

Equip the gear you like! Equip weapons and armor to suit your play style.
As you level up, you will be able to tune to your favorites and experience

the thrill of encountering a new weapon or armor.
Equip various Magic and Magic Items! Enhance your character with your
favorite magic. Magic can be combined with weapons, armor and other

support functions.
Perform a great variety of attacks and abilities that greatly improve your

battle efficiency!

Note: The accuracy of the English text in this manual is for reference only, and
does not always correspond to the script.

[] 

For more details, visit Oculus Rift Web Site.
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